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a 4 jaw smith," a " tooth carpenter" and an educated surgeon-
dentist, we must not complain, if its reporting idiots continue to
indulge in this cheap and obsolete species of wit.

Important Reductions in Teeth.

It will be learned with pleasure that our dental manufacturers
have made important reductions in the price list of teeth. It came
into force on the first of last month. The S. S. White Co., H. D,
Justi & Son, Johnson & Lund, and, we suppose, other manufactur-
ers (we have not received any other notices) have placed gum
sections and gum plate and rubber at 12Y2, cents each tooth, with
reductions in lots of $1o to $300 varying from 12 cents to 9 cents.
Plain rubber and plate 12 cents each, running to 8 cents for $300
lots. The various crowns are also reduced in price. We could
not get along without our manufacturers and vice versa; and it
makes things pleasant, in hard times, when the necessities of
professional life, are brought more to the level of the average
pocket than has existed for several years.

Not the " Printer's Devil."

One of our friends in Boston kindly writes us, " Did you ever
see a 'debenture' that was not artificial ?" See July number of
DOMINION DENTAL JOURNAL, page 158, also index on cover.

The fiend who haunts the printer's case is not to blame this time.
We were unable to see the proofs of the July number because we
were unable to see anything. When the flowers that blo·>m in the.
spring bring to an editor the very worst affliction in the way of
rose fever, mistakes will occur. For " debenture " read " denture."

Annotations.

DR. BEACOCK'S PAPER.-Dr. Beacock's valuable paper, read in
Kingston, will appear in the next issue.

In the last list of death claims of the Royal Arcanum there are
the names of Drs. E. A. Whitehead, Luther H. Varney and
C. P. Southwell, dentists, and three physicians.

DR. MARTIN'S PAPER.-There is a lot of food for thought and
discussion in Dr. Martin's paper. It pricks into bubbles of the
past, and what many think are bubbles of the present. It is a
paper sure to be much approved and much denied.
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